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DBF-20/30/50/100

High-Speed Fiber Laser Marking Work Station

CUSTOM LASER SYSTEMS

THE DBF WORKSTATION FEATURES

-Class 1 enclosure in accordance with EN BS 
60825-1.

-Designed, Assembled, Calibrated, Tested or Built in 
the UK (depending on specification).

-Modular in design for inter-changeable components.

-Designed to be as maintenance free as possible.

-Counter levered vertical door (no motors, 
compressors or gas struts).

-Dual laser focusing.

-Laser tracing for part alignment.

-DRO on Z axis for precision focusing.

-Speed controlled electric Z axis.

-Adjustable extraction arm for precise extraction

-Computer independence allowing for faster 
repeatability.

-Only the highest quality parts used in it's assembly.

-Drilled and tapped laser bed for easy jig or fixture 
attachment.

-360 x 240 mm work area.
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Marking Made Easy
The DBF range is one of the safest and easiest to use 
systems on the market today. Combining many years of 
designing lasers for manufacturing, we believe the DBF 
range offers both speed and accuracy needed for the 
demands of todays manufacturing. The enclosure meets 
European and UK regulations so can be used in any 
workplace or public environment as a stand alone 
workstation. Work flow being a crucial part of any 
production the DBF system has been designed to be 
reduce computer dependency, once a job has been 
uploaded the user can stop, retrace and repeat 
independently.

Maintenance free Lasering
At the heart of our systems is a sealed air 
cooled fiber source, which require no 
maintenance. That couple with the concertina 
seals and precision extratction makes the DBF 
cost effective with minimal servicing costs and 
no consumables.
Dual laser focusing
 Having two laser pointers mounted on the laser head 
enables quick, easy and precise focusing directly on to the workpiece. 

Trace laser positioning
By simply pressing the trace button the DBF will laser 
trace either the exact outline or a perimeter box of the 
intended mark on to the workpiece for quick and easy 
alignment.
Remote digital DRO readout
A DRO readout has been integrated into all our systems 
for absolute focusing and defocusing. This is a crucial part 
of some marking tasks. The DRO allow the user to 
register exact focusing heights making repeat job setup 
quicker and more precise.
Lenses (right tool for the right job)
Although the standard lens supplied with the 
DBF is generally known for being a good all 
round lens. There maybe times when more detail 
or a larger marking area is required. To optimize 
the DBF for task required, simply change the 
lens to one more suited to the task in hand.

Motorized Z axis
Focusing is an integral part of any laser system. The 
DBF has been fitted with a electric Z axis and speed 
controller. So the user can, at the flick of a switch 
optimize the focus height of the machine to match correct 
focus height of the work peice. 
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Ezcad software

Product Versatility 

Component identification.Creating outstanding 
contrasts on metals and 
plastics.

Customizing finished products for 
increased value.

Finest details and precise marking 
on expensive products.

Adding creative designs or 
security marks to electronical 
devices.

High quality data plates, name tags 
and other engraved signage 
products.

Annealling on stianless steel.

EZcad is a powerful marking software, mainly 
aimed towards production marking and 
graphic processing. And in this area it is 
excellent for QR codes, Bar codes, 
Datamatrix's, Dynamic / variable text and 
photo / graphic handling. EZcad can be run as 
a stand alone system without the need for 3rd 
party software, or work hand in hand with your 
chosen design / CAD software. 

Using different technices to 
produce high quality plastic 
marking

Simply by adding different colours to your 
designs, allows you to allocate different 
parameters to best suit the material being 
processed. EZcad not only saves the 
parameters of each file ,but also allows for the 
saving of parameters separately. Making it 
easy to build a materials library tailored to 
your specific materials or products.

Hatching is one of EZcad's most versatility 
features. Offering you a full range of different 
styles and techniques needed for todays 
demanding market.
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Marking area to focal length

D Box DBF-Range
D Box DBF
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Accessories
Lenses are a key component to the marking process and came in a variety of focus 
lengths. Each lens has different characteristics, which will either influence the size of 
marking area, beam intensity or sub straight reaction.

Custom Laser Systems carry a selection of off the shelf rotary 
and carousel attachments to suit most production needs. 

− Overall machine dimentions
− Maximum marking area (W x D depends on lens) in mm
− Maximum working area (W x D) in mm
− Maximum markable part height in mm
− Laser source
− Laser power
− Door
− Laser safety class
− Maximum marking speed
− Software

470 x 670 x 670
240 x 240
360 x 240
190
Air cooled, maintainance free 
20 to 150 watts laser
Counter levered manual
Class 1 enclosure, Class 2 rating 
7000 mm/s
Ezcad2
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